The use of secondary structures has been advocated to improve both the alignment and the tree reconstruction processes of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) data sets. We used simulated and empirical rRNA data to test the impact of secondary structure consideration in both steps of molecular phylogenetic analyses. A simulation approach was used to generate realistic rRNA data sets based on real 16S, 18S, and 28S sequences and structures in combination with different branch length and topologies. Alignment and tree reconstruction performance of four recent structural alignment methods was compared with exclusively sequence-based approaches. As empirical data, we used a hexapod rRNA data set to study the influence of nucleotide interdependencies in sequence alignment and tree reconstruction. Structural alignment methods delivered significantly better sequence alignments compared with pure sequence-based methods. Also, structural alignment methods delivered better trees judged by topological congruence to simulation base trees. However, the advantage of structural alignments was less pronounced and even vanished in several instances. For simulated data, application of mixed RNA/DNA models to stems and loops, respectively, led to significantly shorter branches. The application of mixed RNA/DNA models in the hexapod analyses delivered partly implausible relationships. This can be interpreted as a stronger sensitivity of mixed model setups to nonphylogenetic signal. Secondary structure consideration clearly influenced sequence alignment and tree reconstruction of ribosomal genes. Although sequence alignment quality can considerably be improved by the use of secondary structure information, the application of mixed models in tree reconstructions needs further studies to understand the observed effects.
Introduction
Multiple substitutions, heterogeneous base composition and insertion/deletion events are known as prominent sources of tree reconstruction errors. As ribosomal RNA (rRNA) sequences are highly structured, with large regions exhibiting conserved base pairing patterns, incorporating this information in sequence alignment and tree reconstruction might help to reduce errors associated with these problems (Jow et al. 2002; Kjer 2004; Telford et al. 2005; Dohrmann et al. 2006 Dohrmann et al. , 2008 Erpenbeck et al. 2007; Kjer and Honeycutt 2007; Voigt et al. 2008; von Reumont et al. 2009 ).
In the present study, we tested this idea on simulated and empirical data using structure-informed alignments and tree reconstructions. To discriminate between the impact of secondary structures in alignment and tree search analyses, simulated and empirical data were aligned with both structural approaches and exclusively sequence-based methods. Based on these aligned data sets, phylogenies were subsequently reconstructed with a Bayesian approach using 1) conventional DNA models and 2) mixed RNA/DNA models. Our goal was to systematically compare the performance between these approaches in relation to different average branch lengths of model trees.
Secondary structure information has been advocated to improve the alignment of rRNA sequences (e.g., Kjer 1995; Hickson et al. 1996; Titus and Frost 1996; Morrison and Ellis 1997; Buckley et al. 2000; Misof et al. 2006) . Structure-aided alignment uses knowledge about the secondary structure of mitochondrial and nuclear ribosomal genes. Their function in protein biosynthesis is mostly maintained by their secondary and tertiary structures. Consequently, structure features are the targets of natural selection, and primary sequences may vary, as long as the functional domains remain structurally conserved. However, computer-based alignment approaches, which consider predicted secondary structures of large RNA molecules have only been published recently (RNAsalsa, Stocsits et al. 2009; MXSCARNA, Tabei et al. 2008; and MAFFT, Katoh and Toh 2008 ). An important feature of these methods is the ability to predict reasonable secondary structures for large rRNA sequences, which can be used to guide the alignment. Previous methods for structure prediction of noncoding RNA (nc RNA), relying on thermodynamic folding (Zuker and Stiegler 1981) or the McCaskill algorithm (McCaskill 1990) , which computes base pairing probability matrices, were mostly unable to generate biologically reasonable structures of sequences spanning more than about 100 nucleotides (Higgs 2000) . Consequently, the consideration of rRNA structures in previous phylogenetic analyses relied on manual interpretation (Kjer 1995; Dohrmann et al. 2006 ; Dohrmann et al. 2008; Kjer and Honeycutt 2007; Erpenbeck et al. 2007 ) of structure features and has never been implemented in a computer-based alignment method. However, algorithmic frameworks are preferable to manual approaches for structure-aided rRNA alignments.
The observed site covariation patterns of paired sites of rRNA sequences do not display independent phylogenetic information (Jow et al. 2002; Higgs et al. 2003; Hudelot et al. 2003) and thus violate a central assumption of site independence in tree reconstruction methods. But, in tree reconstructions, interdependence of corresponding sites can be taken into account (Schoeniger and von Haeseler 1994; Rzhetsky 1995; Collins 1995, 1998; Stephan 1996; Higgs 2000; Parsch et al. 2000) . Most recent phylogenetic approaches ignore site covariation. If variation of paired sites is strongly correlated, but treated as independent, phylogenetic information is scored twice, thus leading to biased support (Jow et al. 2002; Hudelot et al. 2003) . Recent phylogenetic studies corroborate the proposed superiority of the application of mixed substitution models over standard DNA models in phylogenetic analyses based on rRNA sequences (Jow et al. 2002; Telford et al. 2005; Dohrmann et al. 2006 Dohrmann et al. , 2008 Erpenbeck et al. 2007 ).
Methods

Overview
We simulated alignments mimicking several different evolutionary scenarios based on three structure-annotated rRNA sequences and three different starting trees ( fig. 1 ).
FIG. 2.
Setup hexapod phylogeny. Flowchart representing the alignment and substitution model setup for the hexapod tree reconstruction analyses.
To examine 1) if structure consideration in the alignment process and 2) if application of RNA substitution models both can improve reliability, simulated reference alignments were subsequently degapped and realigned with seven different alignment methods: three traditional primary sequence-based methods and four new structure informed alignment approaches. Performance of these approaches were compared according to the reference alignments. Based on the aligned data sets, we further conducted tree reconstructions with Bayesian inference. In a first setup, standard DNA models were applied and the resulting trees were compared with trees based on the reference alignment. In a second setup, mixed RNA/DNA models were used to infer trees from structure-aided alignments and the resulting trees were compared with corresponding trees from the first setup.
A comprehensive data set of nuclear 18S and 28S ribosomal genes of Hexapoda was chosen as the empirical example ( fig. 2 ). To discriminate between the impact of secondary structures in alignment and tree reconstruction, the 18S and 28S sequences were initially aligned with both an exclusively sequence-based approach and a structure-aided alignment approach. Based on these alignments, we subsequently compiled four different setups for Bayesian analyses: i) combined sequence and structure alignment considering base pairings in the tree search, ii) combined sequence and structure alignment and tree search without consideration of base pairings, iii) simple sequence alignment considering base pairings in the tree search, and iv) simple sequence alignment and tree search without considering base pairings. To check the performance of each analysis, the resulting trees were compared with previous morphological and molecular studies on the hexapod phylogeny. In contrast (B ) shows an "ancient radiation" with short deep branches and long branches leading to different clades, thus representing a burst of diversification in the past. (C ) In the "LBA radiation," deep branches are also short compared with those leading to the clades, but additionally two taxa in different clades show elevated substitution rates, emulating a "long-branch attraction" scenario.
Simulation Analyses
Data Simulation
A common approach to test the performance of alignment programs on structured RNA sequences are the BRALIBASE benchmarks (Gardner et al. 2005) . However, these data sets only span about a few 100 bp or less and are therefore quite unsuitable to test the performance of alignment methods on rRNA sequences. In the present study, we consequently rely on a different approach to generate data sets simulating rRNA genes. RNAsim (Guo et al. 2009a ) has been developed to simulate RNA data sets incorporating features of secondary structures evolution. It generates sequences by using free energy optimization of secondary structure folding as a proxy of sequence fitness. In a population genetics model, thermodynamic stability of sequences is assumed as their phenotype. Mutations (substitution, insertion and deletion events) are fixed by their contribution to the sequences's secondary structure. Thermodynamic alone does not cause rRNA-specific structure conformation in vivo (e.g., interactions with proteins and the physical and chemical environment may even have a larger impact) and pure calculation of thermodynamics may lead to unrealistic structures, like an extremely high gas chromatography percentage and extraordinal long stems. RNAsim tries to surmount this by defining an optimal free energy E opt at the beginning of each simulation. Thus, after a "burn-in" phase, free energy values experience stabilizing selection around E opt . Additionally, a gamma distribution of among site rate heterogeneity is implemented, assigning a prior mutation rate to each site.
RNAsim requires a structure-annotated sequence string and a phylogenetic tree as input. For this purpose, annotated 16S, 18S, and 28S rRNA sequences from different metazoan taxa were downloaded from the European Ribosomal Database and used as starting point of our simulations (16S: Bos taurus, Acc J01394; 18S: Mytilus edulis, Acc L33448; and 28S: Anopheles albimanus, Acc L78065). Secondary structures of these sources are encoded in the DCSE format and were translated into the dot-bracket format with the program "extractfromDCSE" from the PHASE software package (Hudelot et al. 2003) .
Different evolutionary scenarios were simulated using three 24-taxon topologies with different branch lengths ( fig. 3 ): The first tree represents a recent radiation, the second an ancient radiation, and in the third, two taxa additionally show elevated substitution rates. We also applied seven different scaling factor values of branch lengths to model the impact of relative substitutions rates. The shape parameter of site heterogeneity Γ was set to 0.5 resulting in relative balanced portions of conserved and variable regions. The scaling factors of population size, thermodynamic folding, and substitution to indel ratio were set to default values in RNAsim (Guo et al. 2009b) . Each simulation was replicated ten times.
Alignment Methods
The sequence-based methods used were 1) ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994 ) that uses a progressive algorithm with affine gap penalties for the alignment of multiple sequences, 2) MUSCLE (Edgar 2004 ) that implements several iterative refinement steps, and 3) the L-INS-i algorithm of the program package MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2002 ) that also implements iterative refinement and additionally uses a consistency score (Katoh et al. 2005) .
Four structure informed alignment methods are currently able to handle large rRNA data sets. We used as structure informed alignment programs: 1) MXSCARNA (Tabei et al. 2008) , which is a multiple sequence alignment version of SCARNA (Tabei et al. 2006 ). The SCARNA algorithm detects conserved secondary structures in nc RNA sequences by extracting stem candidates from base-pair probability matrices. Potential stem fragments are first aligned and a nucleotide alignment is done by postprocessing. In MXSCARNA, the pairwise structural alignment process is extended to a progressive multiple sequence alignment, 2) X-INS-i (MAFFT, Katoh and Toh 2008) , which has been developed to align nc RNA sequences. The X-INS-i method also uses the SCARNA algorithm for the initial MBE pairwise alignments. For the alignment of multiple sequences a so called Four-way Consistency objective function, calculated from the base-pairing probabilities of each sequence, is used in a progressive method with a subsequent iterative refinement step. Additionally, we applied a simpler approach, Q-INS-i (MAFFT, Katoh and Toh 2008) , which does not consider structure information in the pairwise alignment step, and 3) RNAsalsa (Stocsits et al. 2009 ), which was specifically designed to align rRNA sequences. RNAsalsa is a framework to align structural RNA sequences by utilizing existing knowledge about structure patterns, adapted constraint directed thermodynamic folding algorithms, and comparative evidence methods. It automatically and simultaneously generates both individual secondary structure predictions within a set of homologous RNA genes and a consensus structure and takes sequence and secondary structure information into account as part of the alignment's scoring function.
All alignment methods were applied with default settings. As structure constraints for the RNAsalsa, we employed secondary structures of B. taurus (16S) from Burk et al. (2002) and Apis mellifera (28S) from Gillespie et al. (2006) . Mimachlamys varia (18S) was downloaded from the European Ribosomal data base (see for a detailed description of the RNAsalsa method Stocsits et al. 2009 ).
Alignment accuracy was assessed with the sum-of-pairs (SPS) score, which is calculated as the number of correctly aligned nucleotide pairs divided by the total number of nucleotide pairs in the reference alignment. Normal distribution of the alignment scores for each branch length were tested with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Afterward, we used an one-way analysis of variance with Tukey's post hoc test to test, if the programs significantly differ in their performance. We additionally performed an analysis of covariance with a posteriori Sidak test to test for significant differences in sensitivity of the alignment programs to increasing branch lengths (i.e., increasing substitution rates).
Tree Reconstructions
We used the parallel version of MrBayes 3.1.2 (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) , which includes a doublet model framework (Schoeniger and von Haeseler 1994) for rRNA sequences. This doublet model assumes that base pairing is converted into another by a two-step process via an intermediate state. Although several specific RNA models are currently available, we focused on only one RNA model as an example to scrutinize the effects of structure consideration in tree reconstruction. Including several different RNA models would have been beyond the scope of the present study.
In the first setup, all alignments including the reference alignment were analyzed under a general time teversible (GTR; Yang et al. 1994 ) model in standard DNA mode and a gamma distribution to account for site rate variation. Priors were set to: Uniform priors were applied to the shape parameter of the gamma distribution and the topology, stationary nucleotide frequencies, substitution rates of the different models were covered with a Dirichlet prior, and an exponential prior (ten) was selected for branch lengths. All analyses were run with two different Metropolis-coupled Markov chains (MCMC) (four chains, 200,000 generations and every 1,000th generation sampled). After discarding the first 20,000 generations as burn-in, posterior probabilities were calculated, using a 50% majority-rule consensus tree, from the concatenated set of trees, generated in all MCMC runs. The resulting trees were compared with the Robinson-Foulds distance measure (Robinson and Foulds 1981) .
In the second setup, we used the MXSCARNA and RNAsalsa consensus structures to apply specific RNA models for considering base pair interactions in the corresponding alignments. Unfortunately, the MAFFT algorithms do not provide a consensus structure, thus we could not apply RNA models on these alignments. Data sets were divided into stem and loop partitions. The GTR + Γ model was used in the doublet mode to be applied on stem partitions and in the standard DNA mode to be applied on loop partitions. Priors and MCMC settings were applied similar to the first setup. Results of these runs were compared with the MXSCARNA and RNAsalsa runs under the DNA model of the first setup with the Robinson-Foulds distance. In addition to the Robinson-Foulds score, which estimates purely topological distances, we applied the Kuhner-Felsenstein distance score, which also considers branch length differences (Kuhner and Felsenstein 1994) .
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test showed that tree distances were not normally distributed, therefore, nonparametric tests (Friedman rank sum test and the Wilcoxon signed rank test) were used. The Friedman test was applied to calculate the ranking and subsequently the Wilcoxon test was used to compare pairwise differences between the alignment methods.
Hexapod Phylogeny
Taxon Sampling Nuclear 18S and 28S rRNA sequences of hexapods were downloaded from NCBI GenBank. We used only complete or nearly complete sequences to infer reliable individual secondary structures. Consequently, we only considered 18S sequences with a minimum length of 1,500 bp and 28S sequences with a minimum length of 3,000 bp. We only considered taxa, which were represented by both genes. This resulted in a data set representing 88 hexapod species. As outgroups, two crustaceans, two chelicerates, one myriapod, and a tardigrade were used (supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material online).
Alignment Procedures
The purely sequence-based alignment was conducted with the L-INS-i algorithm (Katoh et al. 2005) . Default settings for gap opening (1.53) and gap extension (0.23) penalties were applied. For the structure-aided alignment, we relied on RNAsalsa, as MXSCARNA crashed on 28S sequences. Furthermore, both structural MAFFT algorithms do not provide a consensus structure of inferred alignments, which is required to apply mixed RNA/DNA substitution models rRNA Secondary Structure Consideration in Phylogenetics · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq140 in tree reconstructions. The prealignment for RNAsalsa was conducted with the E-INS-i algorithm of MAFFT (Katoh et al. 2005) . As structure constraints, we employed the nuclear 18S and 28S structure models of A. albimanus and A. mellifera, respectively, both retrieved from the European Ribosomal Database. The stringency settings for adoption of secondary structures in different alignment steps were relaxed (0.51), as we wanted to retain as much structure information as possible.
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The aligned data sets were subsequently masked with the program Aliscore ), which identifies ambiguously aligned regions in multiple sequence alignments. The following settings of Aliscore were used: Window size was set to four positions, gaps were treated as ambiguous characters, and the maximum number of possible pairwise comparisons were applied. Aliscore is currently not able to detect base pairings. This causes conflicts, as RNAsalsa estimates positional homologies considering sequence and structure information in corresponding base pairs. Thus, regions that are structurally conserved but variable at the sequence level might be determined as randomly similar (ambiguously aligned) by Aliscore. As we considered positions, which are part of the consensus structure as structurally conserved, these positions were retained as paired positions in the data set.
Phylogenetic Analyses
Tree reconstructions were also conducted with MrBayes 3.1.2 using the GTR + Γ model and priors were set according to the simulation analyses. To employ RNA models to the purely sequence-based alignment, the L-INS-i alignment was used as input for RNAsalsa. RNAsalsa extracts a primary structure constraint of the input alignment, which was subsequently used to apply doublet models on the conserved regions of the L-INS-i data set.
As 18S and 28S, nuclear rRNA sequences have different evolutionary rates (Hillis and Dixon 1991) , the data set was split into four partitions: 18S loops, 18S stems, 28S loops, and 28S stems. Different substitution rates were covered by a gamma distribution with four categories (Yang et al. 1994 ). In the first and third setup, the GTR + Γ model was applied in the simple DNA mode (4 × 4) for loop regions, in doublet mode for stem regions. In the second and fourth setup, the GTR + Γ model was applied in the simple DNA mode (4 × 4) for all partitions. For each setup, two independent runs were performed with one cold and three hot chains. The DNA model approaches (ii and iv) were run 15,000,000 generations, whereas the mixed RNA/DNA model approaches (i and iii) were run 25,000,000 generations. Trees and parameters were sampled every 100th generation. Convergence and acceptable mixing were checked with the program Tracer 1.4. Rambaut and Drummond 2007) . After discarding the first 5,000,000 generations as burn-in, posterior probabilities were calculated, using a 50% majority-rule consensus tree inferred from the concatenated set of trees.
Results
Simulations
Alignment Accuracy
Analysis of the simulated data resulted in 3,780 alignments. Although MXSCARNA has been shown to work on sequences up to 5,000 nucleotides (Tabei et al. 2008) , the program crashed on simulated 28S data sets. The application of the MAFFT algorithms on the 28S data sets was also problematic. These methods were able to align the sequences, but computation time for each alignment was unacceptable with about 18 h (Q-INS-i) and 24 h (X-INS-i) for each alignment. We therefore excluded these methods in the 28S data analyses. The results of the SPS score comparisons are shown in table 1.
All structural alignment methods produced significantly better results than the exclusively sequence-based methods in both the "ancient radiation" and the "long-branch attraction (LBA) radiation" of the 16S and 18S data sets. RNAsalsa ranked significantly better than sequence-based methods in the 28S data set. Using topologies with a distribution of branch lengths mimicking "recent radiation," structural alignment methods did not perform significantly better than primary sequence-based programs. However, Q-INS-i and X-INS-i performed significantly better than all other methods. RNAsalsa and partly MXS-CARNA also performed better than primary sequencebased programs, but the difference was not statistically significant. ClustalW showed the best performance in the recent radiation setup of the 28S data set, but this was not significant compared with the performance of RNAsalsa and L-INS-i.
Covariance analysis revealed significant differences in the methods' sensitivity to increasing branch lengths in all setups. The performance measurements shown in figure 4 MBE   FIG. 4 . Results alignments. Results of the analysis of covariance to compare the impact of increasing branch length on the performance of the different alignment methods. Mean values of SPS scores of the different programs, summed up over all ten runs for each applied branch scaling factor. P value indicates significant differences between the individual alignment methods with increasing branch lengths. indicate a lower gradient of the curves representing structural alignment methods and a better performance of these methods for branch length s 125 in both the ancient radiation and the LBA radiation. This suggests a stronger impact of increasing branch length on the sequence-based methods, whereas this effect is less pronounced in the alignments based on structure-aided methods.
Tree Reconstructions
With the exception of the 16S recent radiation analyses, where the Q-INS-i algorithm performs best, the X-INS-i method always leads to highest tree congruence compared with original trees in both the 16S and 18S simulation setups. However, the difference to sequencebased methods is frequently not significant (table 2) . In contrast, the 28S analyses, where both structural MAFFT algorithms and MXSCARNA were excluded, the sequencebased alignment programs mostly outperform RNAsalsa. This is also true in the 16S and 18S analyses, with the exception of the 18S ancient radiation setup.
The suboptimal performance of RNAsalsa was surprising, as this method led to significantly better alignments than primary sequence-based programs in both the ancient radiation and the LBA radiation analyses. We therefore analyzed loop and stem positions of the RNAsalsa alignments separately. Both led to poorer results than the combined data set (data not shown).
Application of mixed models in the Bayesian analyses of the MXSCARNA and RNAsalsa alignments did not lead to better results compared with the application of simple DNA models. In contrast, the application of simple DNA models generally tended to result in more congruent trees, although fit to the data judged by Bayes factor tests always favored mixed models (data not shown).
Additionally to the Robinson-Foulds distance measurements, we used the Branch Score Distance of Kuhner and Felsenstein (1994) to count for branch length differences between both model setups. Application of mixed models consistently led to significantly shorter branches ( fig. 5 ).
Hexapod Phylogeny
Alignment
The complete RNAsalsa alignment of 28S and 18S ribosomal sequences consisted of 9,217 characters, where the 18S partition comprised 2,780 positions and the 28S partition 6,437 positions. A total of 2,392 (25.95%) of the aligned nucleotides were part of helical structures. Aliscore detected 1,158 (41.65%) in the 18S and 3,892 (60.46%) in the 28S partition as putative randomly similar or ambiguously aligned. The L-INS-i alignment initially consisted of 9,723 positions, where 2,421 (24.91%) form base pairings. According to the Aliscore results, 1,307 characters (45.60%) of the initially 2,866 sites of the 18S sequence showed ambiguous positional homology or random similarity. The 28S partition initially comprised 6,857 positions, with a proportion of 4,301 (62.72%) ambiguously aligned or random similar characters.
Substitution Models
Without the burn-in, the mixed RNA/DNA model analyses consisted of 40,000,000 generations in total. This relatively high amount of generations was necessary to assure convergence of all parameters. The effective sample size (ESS) of combined runs of each analysis indicated a sufficient sample frequency of all parameters in both analyses relying on a mixed RNA/DNA model setup. The smallest ESS value was rRNA Secondary Structure Consideration in Phylogenetics · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq140 (Kass and Raftery 1995; Nylander et al. 2004) comparing hm of −lnL of collected trees after discarding the burn-in sample. Table 3 represents hm of the sampled likelihood values of phylogenies obtained with two different modeling schemes and the respective Bayes factors. Bayes factors were calculated as 2ln(B 10 ) = 2(hm(DNA) − hm(RNA/DNA)).
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Phylogenetic Analyses
Trees based on different alignments and tree reconstruction setups (figs. 6-9) show remarkable differences in the relationships of hexapod orders. The phylogeny of basal hexapod groups was congruent in all trees, with the exception of the quite unorthodox position of the zygentome representative Lepisma saccharina as sister taxon to Diplura + Protura in both mixed model trees. In contrast, its position in the DNA model trees reflected the generally accepted sister group relationship of zygentomes and pterygote insects (=Dicondylia). Within hexapods, DNA model trees showed a well-supported split between Ectognatha and Entognatha. Both groups appeared paraphyletic in mixed model analyses due to the suspicious grouping of L. saccharina. "Ectognatha" and "Entognatha" and "Insecta" received poor support in the RNAsalsa mixed model tree, whereas all these clades were highly supported in the L-INS-i mixed model tree. Monophyly of Neoptera gained high nodal support in all analyses, however, within Neoptera, all trees differed in position and support of orders. Endopterygota as well as Plecoptera + Dermaptera always formed well-supported clades, but their closest relationships varied among analyses. Within Endopterygota, relationships slightly differed between trees. In the RNAsalsa + DNA model setup, Hymenoptera split off first, whereas all other setups showed Coleoptera as sister group to the remaining Endopterygota. However, these first splits were only weakly supported throughout all analyses. Lepidoptera + Trichoptera always gained high support and formed a sister group to Diptera in the mixed model trees. In these analyses, the flea species Ctenocephalides felis was placed within paraphyletic Mecoptera. In both DNA model analyses, Mecoptera + Siphonaptera were paraphyletic in relation to Diptera. These relationships gained high support in the L-INS-i tree but less support in the RNAsalsa tree.
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Discussion
The present study demonstrates a clear impact of secondary structure consideration on phylogenetic analyses of rRNA sequences. This effect was remarkable in sequence alignment and tree reconstruction of both simulated and empirical data. However, the favorable performance of structural alignments partly vanished in tree reconstructions, an aspect which clearly needs further investigations.
Simulation Analyses
As it could have been hoped for, structure-aided alignment methods generally produce more accurate alignments than purely sequence-based programs ( fig. 10A ). Nevertheless, the tree reconstruction process could only partly benefit from the higher accuracy of the structure aided alignments ( fig. 10B ): Although MAFFT structural algorithms led to best trees, they generally did not improved results significantly and RNAsalsa and MXSCARNA did not outperform primary sequence-based programs. This might be due to ambiguously or wrongly aligned positions present in all used simulated input alignments. Alignment ambiguities have been shown to confound the tree reconstruction process, thus leading to erroneous phylogenies (Vogler and DeSalle 1994) . We therefore additionally applied the Aliscore approach on the simulated alignments (cf. hexapod analyses) and repeated tree reconstruction. These analyses were restricted to the 16S data set. The results of these exemplary analyses (table 4) show a restoration of the significant superiority of most structure-aided methods. Wrongly or ambiguously aligned positions provide signal by chance and although the results of the alignment comparisons (table 1) suggest a lower amount of wrongly aligned positions for the structure-aided methods, all alignments are affected. Apparently, noise was strong enough to purge the significant superiority of these methods in the tree reconstruction process. Several studies in the past recommend the exclusion or masking of ambiguous positions to reduce the amount of potential noisy signal (Brinkmann and Philippe 1999; Hirt et al. 1999; Ruiz-Trillo et al. 1999; Talavera and Castresana 2007; Misof B and Misof K 2009) . Data exclusion has been an issue on its own (Gatesy et al. 1993 ) and a detailed survey on this effect would clearly go far beyond the scope of the present study. Nevertheless, our results clearly suggest an important impact of data exclusion on phylogenetic analyses.
The Hexapod Phylogeny and Application of Mixed Substitution Models
The previously published analyses of arthropod rRNA data were based on the application of structural alignments, mixed RNA/DNA models (Kjer 2004) , and additionally considered nonstationarity of substitution processes (von Reumont et al. 2009 ). These analyses yielded relationships that are in many aspects congruent to results of morphological analyses. Here, we particularly focused on the potential impact of structural alignments and the application of mixed models in relation to simpler models. The Bayes Factor test strongly recommends the use of mixed models, as according to Kass and Raftery (1995) , the B 10 value is larger than 200. However, both mixed model tree topologies showed unorthodox grouping of specific clades: The zygentoman representative L. saccharina grouped as sister taxon to Nonoculata. Compared with previous results from molecular and morphological analyses, this position is quite implausible. In contrast, the DNA model trees showed monophyletic Dicondylia, as L. saccharina emerged as sister taxon to Pterygota, which is supported by recent morphological and molecular studies (von Lieven 2000; Staniczek 2000; Wheeler 2001; Kjer et al. 2006; Carapelli et al. 2007; von Reumont et al. 2009 ). Within Endopterygota both mixed model trees showed Amphiesmenoptera (Trichoptera + Lepidoptera) as sister group to Diptera. This is incongruent to current morphological hypotheses of endopterygote relationships, which suggest Antliophora, comprising Mecoptera, Siphonaptera, and Diptera (Beutel et al. 2009 ). Both DNA model trees show monophyletic Antliophora. Mecoptera are paraphyletic, as Merope tuber grouped as sister taxon to Diptera. In the L-INS-i-based DNA tree, Boreus hyemalis split off first within Antliophora. In contrast, the RNAsalsa-based DNA tree showed B. hyemalis as sister taxon to the siphonapteran species C. felis. The latter hypothesis is congruent to recent views on mecopteroid relationships (Whiting et al. 1997; Bilinski and Buening 1998; Buening 1998; Whiting 2002b Whiting , 2002a Beutel and Pohl 2006a) . However, this is not supported by all recent analyses (Beutel et al. 2008; Wiegmann et al. 2009 ).
Although relationships within Antliophora are currently still debated (see Beutel and Pohl 2006; Zrzavy 2008 for detailed reviews), recent studies addressing the endopterygote phylogeny clearly contradict the alternative hypotheses of Amphiesmenoptera + Diptera. Reconstructed endopterygote relationships and especially the position of L. saccharina clearly favor the DNA over the mixed model trees.
However, application of mixed models has been generally discussed as an improvement of phylogenetic analyses, although empirical studies on the use of RNA models are difficult to evaluate. Collins (1995, 1998 ) observed a reduced but more realistic statistic confidence in trees obtained from rRNA sequences, if mixed models are applied. Comparisons of maximum likelihood values between DNA and RNA/DNA model setups always preferred the latter (Savill et al. 2001; Dohrmann et al. 2006 Dohrmann et al. , 2008 von Reumont et al. 2009 ), proposing a better fit of mixed models. Additionally, several studies suggested a slight but recognizable impact of model choice on tree topology (Jow et al. 2002; Telford et al. 2005; Dohrmann et al. 2006 Dohrmann et al. , 2008 Erpenbeck et al. 2007 ). However, often the superiority of mixed model setups mostly relied on reduced support for biological implausible clades (Jow et al. 2002; Telford et al. 2005) .
In this context, the results of the present hexapod analyses seem quite surprising, as they clearly contradict the proposed improvement of tree reconstructions by the use of mixed RNA/DNA model setups and the assumption that a better model fitting always leads to more reliable trees. von Haeseler (1994, 1995) showed that the application of mixed models leads to shorter branch lengths in tree reconstructions as we also showed in our simulations. This might be seen as a first hint on the behavior of the mixed model setup in the hexapod analyses. Like in the present study, molecular hexapod phylogenies are generally characterized by short internodes in the "backbone" of the tree, often poorly supported by only few characters. This has been explained by a rapid radiation of hexapods in the past, with the main groups appearing in a relatively short time span (Whitfield and Kjer 2008) . The application of mixed models that lead to reduced branch lengths might give a more realistic estimation of the phylogenetic signal in the data, as they try to compensate the self-consistence of nonindependent sites. However, under the conditions of an ancient rapid radiation, they can make the analysis more sensitive to nonphylogenetic signal. This hypothesis gains corroboration by the work of von Reumont et al. (2009) . These authors used a specific tree reconstruction setup considering nonstationary substitution processes and the application of mixed RNA/DNA models. They compared these analyses with assumptions of stationary substitution processes and showed that the application of mixed models alone could not resolve erroneous position of several taxa, i.a. L. saccharina. In contrast, assumptions of nonstationary processes led to more plausible results concerning the afore mentioned taxa.
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